Gen 3 prius

Initially offered as a 4-door sedan , it has been produced only as a 5-door fastback hatchback
since The Prius first went on sale in Japan and other countries in , and was available at all four
Toyota Japan dealership chains , making it the first mass-produced hybrid vehicle. In , Toyota
expanded the Prius family to include the Prius v , an extended hatchback, and the Prius c , a
subcompact hatchback. The production version of the Prius plug-in hybrid was released in The
second generation of the plug-in variant, the Prius Prime, was released in the U. Prius is a Latin
word meaning "first", "original", "superior" or "to go before". In Latin prius is the neuter
singular of the comparative form prior, prior, prius of an adjective with only comparative and
superlative the superlative being primus, prima, primum. As with all neuter words, the Latin
plural is priora , but that brand name was used by the Lada Priora in In , Toyota debuted a
hybrid concept car at the Tokyo Motor Show , with testing following a year later. The
first-generation Prius, at its launch, became the world's first mass-produced gasoline-electric
hybrid car. Production commenced in December at the Takaoka plant in Toyota, Aichi , ending
in February after cumulative production of 37, vehicles. The NHW10 Prius styling originated
from California designers, who were selected over competing designs from other Toyota design
studios. Toyota sold about , first-generation Priuses. The NHW11 Prius became more powerful
partly to satisfy the higher speeds and longer distances that Americans drive. It became a
compact liftback, sized between the Corolla and the Camry , with redistributed mechanical and
interior space significantly increasing rear-seat legroom and luggage room. Production
commenced in August at the Tsutsumi plant in Toyota, Aichi , [42] supplemented in October
with the Fujimatsu plant at Kariya, Aichi. It was thought that the sales dropped as a result of
both a lack of acceptance and increased competition. The Toyota Prius Hybrid was exported to
China from Competition from lower priced hybrids, such as the Honda Insight, also made it
difficult for Toyota to capitalize on the Prius's success. Among the new standard features of the
Prius, Toyota introduced three user-selectable driving modes: EV mode for electric-only
low-speed operation, Eco mode for best fuel efficiency, and Power mode for better performance.
This figure was disputed by General Motors which found the value for the model with inch
wheels to be around 0. A new front-drive platform underpinned the car, although the wheelbase
remained unchanged and overall length grew by a lone centimetre. Aluminum was employed in
the hood, rear hatch, front axle and brake calipers disc brakes were finally assigned to all four
wheels. The Prius uses a range of plant-derived ecological bioplastics , using wood or
grass-derived cellulose instead of petroleum. The two principal crops used are kenaf and ramie.
Kenaf is a member of the hibiscus family , a relative to cotton and okra; ramie, commonly
known as China grass, is a member of the nettle family and one of the strongest natural fibers,
with a density and absorbency comparable to flax. Toyota said this was a timely breakthrough
for plant-based eco-plastics because was the United Nations' International Year of Natural
Fibres, which spotlights kenaf and ramie among others. At its introduction in , it won the Car of
the Year Japan Award for the second time. A iSeeCars study ranked the Prius as the second
longest-kept vehicle among U. The fourth-generation Prius was first shown during September in
Las Vegas, [65] and was released for retail customers in Japan on December 9, In August ,
Toyota Managing Officer Satoshi Ogiso, who was chief engineer for the Prius line, announced
some of the improvements and key features of the next generation Prius. Ogiso also explained
that the next-generation Prius plug-in hybrid, the Prius Prime, was developed in parallel with the
standard Prius model. In late November , for the model year, the U. The production version was
unveiled at the September Frankfurt Motor Show. Unlike its predecessor, the Prime runs entirely
on electricity in charge-depleting mode EV mode. The interior design is also different. At the
January North American International Auto Show , Toyota revealed the model year Prius v , an
extended hatchback wagon, which is derived from the third-generation Prius and features over
50 percent more interior cargo space than the original Prius design. US production ended in The
five-seat model uses a NiMH battery pack. The European and Japanese versions are offered
with a lithium-ion battery , with three rows of seats with accommodations for seven passengers.
However, the seven passenger seating on the Prius v is not available on North American Prius v
models. The Prius c has a lower list price and is smaller than the previous Prius hatchback.
Cumulative Prius sales in Europe reach , in and , units by mid, after 10 years on that market. The
UK is one of the leading European markets for Prius, accounting more than 20 percent of all
Priuses sold in Europe. Production restarted several days later, but output was hindered due to
shortages from parts suppliers. Until September , The Prius liftback was the top selling new car
in Japan for 16 months in a row, until it was surpassed by the Toyota Aqua in October, which
kept the lead through December The Aqua ranked as the second best selling car with , units
sold in A total of 28, units were sold in the United States during March , becoming the
one-month record for Prius sales ever. The third-generation Prius liftback accounted for 18,
units With 60, units sold during this year, the Prius became the best selling vehicle in California,

ahead of the previous leader, the Honda Civic 57, units and the third ranked, the Toyota Camry
50, units. Toyota sold , Priuses among the various HEV family members in the US in ,
representing together a market share of Of these, 1,, are conventional Prius liftbacks sold
through September Prius family sales also set a record in Japan in March The Toyota Aqua sold
29, units, ranking as the third top selling car that month. US Prius sales have declined every
year since their peak in , due to more competition from other manufacturers. The following table
presents retail sales of the other vehicles of the Prius family by year since deliveries began in
through December The Prius is a power-split or series-parallel full hybrid , sometimes referred
to as a combined hybrid, a vehicle that can be propelled by gasoline or electric power or both.
Lower rolling-resistance tires are used to reduce road friction. An electric water pump
eliminates serpentine belts. The Prius engine makes use of the Atkinson cycle. When the
vehicle is turned on with the "Power" button, it is ready to drive immediately with the electric
motor. In the North American second generation Prius, electric pumps warm the engine by
pumping previously saved hot engine coolant from a coolant thermos [] before the internal
combustion engine is started. The delay between powering the car on and starting the internal
combustion engine is a few seconds. Instead, the engine is heated by recapturing exhaust heat.
The engine starts automatically when the battery starts to run low. Prior to the model, the North
American model did not have the "EV" button, although one can be added to enable the "EV"
mode supported internally by the Prius Hybrid Vehicle management computer. There are two
principal battery packs, the High Voltage HV battery, also known as the traction battery, and a
12 volt battery known as the Low Voltage LV battery. The traction battery of the first generation
Prius update onwards was a sealed module nickel metal hydride NiMH battery pack providing
The Second Generation Prius contains a 1. Each battery module is made of 6 individual 1. These
modules are connected 28 in series to form a Active cooling of this battery is achieved by a
blower motor and air ducting, while passive thermal management was accomplished through
the metal case design. As the Prius reached ten years of being available in the US market, in
February Consumer Reports examined the lifetime and replacement cost of the Prius battery.
The comparison showed little difference in performance when tested for fuel economy and
acceleration. Overall fuel economy of the model was The magazine concluded that the
effectiveness of the battery has not degraded over the long run. The HVAC system uses an AC
induction motor to drive a sealed-system scroll compressor , a design principle not usually
used in automotive applications. Using a scroll compressor increases the efficiency of the
system while driving it with an AC induction motor makes the system more flexible, so the AC
can run while the engine is off. Because the oil used with the refrigerant gas also flows in the
area of the high-voltage motor-windings, the fluid must be electrically insulating to avoid
transmitting electric current to exposed metal parts of the system. The system cannot be
serviced with equipment normally employed for regular cars, which typically use polyalkylene
glycol PAG oil, as the equipment would contaminate the ND11 oil with PAG oil. According to
SAE J, the oil provided from maintenance equipment must contain less than 0. One percent
PAG oil may result in an electrical resistance drop by a factor of about Since its introduction,
the Toyota Prius has been among the best fuel economy vehicles available in the United States,
and for the model year , the Prius family has three models among the 10 most fuel-efficient cars
sold in the country as rated by US Environmental Protection Agency EPA. More fossil fuel is
needed to build hybrid vehicles than conventional cars but reduced emissions when running
the vehicle more than outweigh this. The following table presents fuel economy performance
and carbon emissions for all Prius family models sold in Japan since The ratings are presented
for both, the older official mode cycle test and the new JC08 test designed for Japan's new
standards that went into effect in , but was already being used by several car manufacturers for
new cars. In , the British government and British media requested that Toyota release detailed
figures for the energy use and CO 2 emissions resulting from the building and disposal of the
Prius. Toyota has not supplied the requested data to address statements that the lifetime
energy usage of the Prius including the increased environmental cost of manufacture and
disposal of the nickel-metal hydride battery is outweighed by lower lifetime fuel consumption.
CNW Marketing Research initially published a study [] in which they estimated that the total
lifetime energy cost of a Prius was greater than that of a Hummer H2. The Prius uses electric
motors in the hybrid propulsion systems, powered by a high voltage battery in the rear of the
car. There has been some public concern over whether the levels of electromagnetic field
exposure within the cabin are higher than comparable cars, and what health effects those fields
may present, popularized by a The New York Times article. A study by the Mayo Clinic found
that patients with implanted cardiac devices such as pacemakers and defibrillators can safely
drive or ride in hybrids or plug-in electric cars without risk of electromagnetic interference EMI.
The research was conducted using implantable devices from the three major manufacturers and

a Toyota Prius hybrid. The study used 30 participants with implanted devices and measured
electric and magnetic fields in six positions inside and outside the Prius, and each position was
evaluated at different speeds. The Wall Street Journal reported in February on concerns that
quiet cars like the Prius may pose a safety risk to those who rely on engine noise to sense the
presence or location of moving vehicles. However, silent vehicles are already relatively
common, and there is also a lack of aural cues from vehicles that have a conventional internal
combustion engine where engine noise has been reduced by noise-absorbing materials in the
engine bay and noise-canceling muffler systems. In July , a spokesman for Toyota said the
company is aware of the issue and is studying options. In , Toyota released a device for the
third-generation Prius meant to alert pedestrians of its proximity. In the UK, the Advertising
Standards Authority , an independent body charged with policing the rules of the advertising
industry, ruled that a television advert for the Toyota Prius should not be broadcast again in the
same form, having breached rules concerning misleading advertising. The advertisement stated
that the Prius "emits up to one tonne less CO 2 per year", while on-screen text included "1
tonne of CO 2 less than an equivalent family vehicle with a diesel engine. Average calculated on
20, km a year. The large number of Prius-owning progressive celebrities in prompted The
Washington Post to dub hybrids "Hollywood's latest politically correct status symbol". James
Woolsey, Jr. Woolsey noted the volatility of the Middle East, coupled with anti-US sentiment in
much of the region. Noting that the high percentage of oil drilled in the Middle East gives vast
profits to Middle Eastern regimes, Woolsey believes that it is a patriotic obligation to drive more
efficient vehicles. In a Motor Trend magazine article, Woolsey stated that those oil profits find
their way to terrorist groups like al-Qaeda , meaning that Americans who buy inefficient vehicles
would, in effect, be indirectly funding terrorism. A racing version of the Prius was unveiled by
Toyota in This racing Prius replaces the 1. The hybrid drive train of the car's production Hybrid
Synergy Drive is retained but with a larger lithium ion battery. The car took class pole position []
and finished sixth at the Fuji GT km. There have been a number of governments with incentives
intended to encourage hybrid car sales. In some countries, including the US and Canada, some
rebate incentives have been exhausted, while other countries such as the United Kingdom,
Sweden, Belgium, and the Netherlands have various or alternative incentives to purchasing a
hybrid vehicle. Several US companies offer employees incentives. In June , the Prius started
use as a general purpose patrol car of the National Police of Ukraine. In return for Ukrainian
emissions permits under the Kyoto Protocol , 1, cars were supplied by Japan. From Wikipedia,
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Wikibooks has a book on the topic of: Toyota Prius driving tricks. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Toyota Prius. Yaris Sedan. Yaris Sedan M. Yaris HB M. Yaris Liftback. Yaris
Liftback C. Prius c. Prius c M. Corolla iM. Corolla Hatchback. Prius Plug-in Hybrid. Prius Prime.
Prius v. Sports car. This article has been a long time coming from The Hybrid Guy. I have now
owned 5 Gen 2 Prius and now my famed Gen 3 Prius that is under scrutiny at the moment. I
wanted to take this time now and unfold critical differences between the Gen 2 and Gen 3 that
many people may not know. While there are many differences between models as well, I will
only focus on Generation 2 and Generation 3 Prius for this article. These two are by far the most
popular Prius so that I will cover the essential details between the two. Gen 2 and Gen 3 Toyota
Prius Powertrain The first significant difference between these two generations is the engine,
transmission, and inverter setup. All of this changed drastically, going from to model year.
These powertrain changes mean that instead of a 1. The power upgrade helped make Prius
quicker, all while keeping fuel economy. Great upgrade. The second difference is the
transmission. The changes are not what people think; the MG1 and MG2 are still the standards
here. The physical changes of the motor-generators have changed as well to allow for the
increased speed. The increased available speed and lighter components are all for fuel
economy, which by the way, increased up from 48 to 51 mpg. Nice touch. The Third part of this
section is the inverter. The decrease in size also came with an efficiency increase as well. While
early - Prius can have inverter failure, they are still more efficient. The smaller and more
compact inverter is also part of the weight savings from Gen 2 to Gen 3. The entire body was
different, though the basic shape of Prius did not change; it stayed a hatchback. The headlights
were upgraded or so we thought to a projector-style lamp with the signals in the bumper. The
interior was a major refresh for Toyota in The dash layout and center console scream futuristic,
while the controls were changed back to buttons for many of the features. All of these updates
made Prius even more attractive. Those who thought the Gen 2 was ugly now had something to
consider with how sleek the "all-new" Prius looked. Essential features to some people. The
traction battery had a few tweaks done to it as far as placement of the hybrid battery fan for
increased cooling efficiency. Still, the battery was mostly the sameâ€” The EV mode does help
you understand early on if your hybrid battery is starting to have issues. Decreased EV mode
range is a signal to let you know that your battery needs a recondition to help bring it back to
where it was when new. The inverter, since it was more electrically efficient, helped boost the
Prius into that 51 mpg range and leveraged the use of the battery to accomplish that.
Conclusion There are many things I have left out of this comparison. The suspension and the
fact that the engine now has an electric water pump are two differences that are worth pointing
out. In the end, the Gen 3 Prius is a very different animal in many ways than the Gen 2 Prius.
Both cars are amazing feats of technology in their ways. Both have a cult following with people
that adore the vehicles. I have enjoyed every one of the 6 Prius I have owned. If you have been
considering getting one, do it. They are awesome. Also, be sure to stop in and see us over on
Facebook at Green Car Movement , a community for hybrid and electric car owners. That is all
for today everyone, thank you for reading. I look forward to seeing you in the next story. Watch
this Toyota Prius truck with a nice little bed and click to subscribe to Torque News Youtube for
daily automotive news analysis. Peter Neilson is an automotive consultant specializing in
electric cars and hybrid battery technologies. Find his page on Facebook at Certified Auto
Consulting. Read more of Peter's stories at Toyota news coverage on Torque News. Skip to
main content. By Peter Neilson Apr 16 - pm. Been thinking of getting a used Toyota Prius? Here
are some differences that you may want to think about before you purchase one. Visit Torque
News homepage for more stories. Latest Automotive News. Toyota News, Pricing and Reviews.
Toyota Prius News, Reviews and Pricing. Subscribe to Torque News on YouTube. Comments
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password? Originally introduced by Toyota in Japan in , the Prius quickly became the world's
best-selling gas-electric hybrid vehicle. Driven by the market's hunger for more fuel-efficient
and environmentally friendly alternatives to gas-guzzling SUVs, the Prius seemed to be most
popular solution, despite the performance superiority of competing hybrids such as the Honda
Insight. Over the years, the Prius has undergone several revisions that have increased its
performance and fuel efficiency. The first generation Prius was marketed solely in Japan,
beginning in This initial version of the car featured a horsepower gasoline engine and a
horsepower electric motor. It was a five-seat sedan with conventional styling quite unlike future
generations of the car. Although presented as a fuel-efficient alternative to gasoline-powered
cars, the Prius achieved less than spectacular mileage numbers, and Toyota would significantly
redesign the car before releasing it on the global market. In , the second generation Prius was
sold in international markets, including the United States. The body was redesigned into a
five-passenger hatchback sedan, with more stylish lines than the original car. More importantly,
the car's performance was improved by increasing the power of its gasoline engine to 70
horsepower and the output of its electric motor to 44 horsepower. A new modular battery pack
was lighter and produced more power, and the car's mileage estimates increased to 52 mpg in
the city and 45 mpg on the highway. Power output continued to increase with this generation;
the car's g
ford e40d transmission
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asoline engine produced 76 horsepower, and the output of its electric motor increased
dramatically to 67 horsepower. Mileage estimates for the Generation III Prius were more
impressive, as well, increasing to 60 mpg in the city and 50 mpg on the highway. The Prius was
redesigned again in , but the heart of its drivetrain and its configuration as a five-passenger
sedan remained the same. The gasoline engine in the Prius produced 98 horsepower, and total
system output was horsepower. As of , Toyota had plans to introduce a more fuel-efficient
version of the Prius, dubbed the Prius C, and a bigger wagon version of the car, called the Prius
V. Evan Gillespie grew up working in his family's hardware and home-improvement business
and is an experienced gardener. He has been writing on home, garden and design topics since
Future Generations The Prius was redesigned again in , but the heart of its drivetrain and its
configuration as a five-passenger sedan remained the same. References GreenCar.

